Welcome to Smoke 51 E Cigarettes

Electronic Cigarette Starter Kits
Electronic Cigarette Cartridges & Cartomizers
Electronic Cigarette Batteries
Electronic Cigarette Carrying Cases
Disposable Electronic Cigarettes / Cigars

Sign Up For Our Newsletter:
Sign up to be the first to know about our new stories, fresh recipes and specials going on sale.

No Flame, No Ash, No Tar
Using advanced technology, the Fifty-One™ E Cigarette allows one the freedom to smoke virtually anywhere - without the flame, ash, tar, or carbon monoxide found in traditional tobacco cigarettes.

Smoke 51 E Cigarettes
Electronic Cigarette Accessories
Electronic Cigarette Batteries
Electronic Cigarette Carrying Cases
Disposable Electronic Cigarettes / Cigars
Everyone is wondering what's with these new electronic cigarettes? In certain parts of the globe, iPhones are less common. So what makes them so large among the general populous? Electronic cigarettes allow you to enjoy a satisfying smoking experience without the smoke or tar & can easily make you give up smoking all or half the cigarettes you smoke per day. Giving up smoking tar couldn't be any easier now that you don't need to give up smoking. That's correct; electronic cigarettes won't make you completely give up smoking, this is probably when your vaping it's a form of smoking. Vaping helps you give up the tar &